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The eighties were a period of buoyant economic
performance, the average growth rate for the decade being higher
than that for any past decade. Yet, when oil prices doubled within
a few weeks following the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in August,
1990,

the country very quickly slipped into the worst economic -

crisis that it has experienced since the mid-sixties. However,
this apparent paradox could not have come as a surprise to any one
who was familiar with the fragility of the underlying fiscal
condition. This paper discusses the nature of this fiscal crisis
(part 1) and related issues in the growth and composition of
public expenditure (part 2); the tax system and mobilisation of
tax revenues (part 3); non-tax revenues, subsidies and the role of
user charges for pablicly provided goods and services (part 4).
Issues relating to finances of the States, which are in some ways
even more problematic than the finances of the Central Government,
are taken up in the final section (part 5).

1.

Tte Kmftrranop; of a Pisral Tmhnlflnoe

The state dominated,

heavy industries based,

Nehru-Mahalariobis strategy of protected industrialisation, which
India has pursued since the mid-fifties, required not only a high
rate of domestic savings and investment h:st also a large share for
the public sector in total investment1. While there may have been
some deviation from time to time between the r»'e-:.-ise plan targets

and actual performance, these objectives have been by and large
satisfied.

Thus, the investment rate rose from only 10 per cent

of GDP in the early fifties to about 20 per cent by the
mid-seventies, finally reaching a plateau at around 23 per cent
during the eighties.

The domestic savings rate also rose from

around 10 per cent to 21 per cent over the same period, with
external capital inflows usually accounting for less than 2 per
cent of total investment.

The public se.ctor share of total

investment also rose frctn less tliari a third in the early fifties
to about one half during the eighties.

However, the public sector's own savings performance
has been quite disappointing.

Though public sector savings have

been less than public investment throughout the planning period,
this gap widened considerably during the eighties. The share of
pablic sector in gross domestic savings declined from over 20 per
cent at the beginning of the decade to only 8 per cent by
1989-902.

In plan financing, while the Sixth Plan (1980-81 to

1984-85) envisaged that over 46 per cent of the pablic sector plan
outlay would be financed by own resources of the pablic eector.
the actual contribution turned out to be only 37 per cent.
Similarly, during the Seventh Plan (1985-86 to 1989-90) only 27
per cent of the public sector plan outlay was financed from own
resources as against a target of over 41 per cent.

Savings performance has fallen short of expectations
both for public enterprises as well .as the government.

In the

case of public enterprises, 236 Central Government enterprises
yielded a net profit of Rs. 2368 crore in 1990-91, implying a rate
of return of only 2.3 per cent on Rs. 101,797 crore capital
employed. Of this, only 69 crores came from all the non-oil pablic
enterprises put together.

The record of the State level

enterprises is worse. Trie departmental coranercial undertakings of
all States and Union Territories together reported a net loss of
Rs. 1885 crore in 1990-91.

Of the two major types of non-

departroantal undertakings, the State Electricity Boards reported a
combined loss of Rs. 4169 crore while the State Road Transport
Corporations reported a loss of Rs. 470 crore.

Thais, instead of

generating a surplus, all public enterprises put together
generated a net loss of some Rs. 4176 crore3.

In government proper, let alone financing any capital
expenditure, revenue receipts have even fallen short of revenue
expenditure during the eighties.

The budget of the Central

Government has been showing a revenue deficit regularly since
1979-80 and now amounts to about 2.5 per cent of GDP.

The

combined finances of all the States and Onion territories also
started showing a revenue deficit from 1987-88 onwards, which now
amounts to over 1 per cent of GDP.

In other words, during the eighties the government had
to resort increasingly to borrowed funds to finance not only
capital expenditures, which did not yield adequate returns, but
also a growing component of current expenditure. The consequent
build up of public debt and the interest burden of the debt, which
is now the largest and fastest growing item of expenditure,
farther fueled the growth of revenue expenditure. This led to a
vicious spiral of growing' deficits, rising debt, rising interest
costs and further expansion of the deficit.

By 1989-90, the last

year for which revised estimates are now available, tte combined
fiscal deficit of the Centre and States had risen to .around 10 per
cent of GDP.

There are several consequences of this fiscal
imbalance, which is now sought to be corrected by the on-going
stabilisation - adjustment programme.

Most studies have shown

that the present path of public debt expansion is not
sustainable4. In addition, the imbalance has also set the economy
on a medium term path of stagflation along with a severe balance
of payments problem. Growing revenue deficits, combined with
losses of public enterprises, have constrained the acceleration of
public investment. At the same time the large public draft on
private savings has tended to push up even administered interest
rates and crowd out private investment. This has limited the
growth of productive capacity on the supply side, while the large
deficits have continued to drive the high growth of aggregate
demand.

The widening gap between domestic absorption and domestic

output has led to a growing trade deficit and aggravated the
balance of payments problem arising from indiscriminate external
corotercial borrowing.

To the extent these have been suppressed

through import restrictions, excess demand in the home market has
reinforced the cost pash effects of administered price increases
and exchange rate depreciation in pushing up the inflation rate5.

The growing fiscal deficit should not, towever, be
taken to imply that the level ofiax revenues is inadequate.

The"

tax to GDP ratio rose from 6 per cent in 1950-51 to about 11 per
cent by 1970-71 and further to about 17 per cent in the eighties.
This seems quite high in comparison with other countries at
similar levels of per capita income.

As far as the Centre is

concerned, the Long Term Fiscal Policy set a target that Central
Government Revenue (net of States share) should rise from 7.8 per
cent to about 9.4 per cent of GDP over the Seventh Plan period
(1985-86 to 1989-90). These targets were exceeded by actual
achievements in every year of the Plan.
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This is not to suggest either that the existing
composition of taxation is appropriate or that the current tax
structure is efficient.

There are a number of serious anomalies

which require urgent reform.
part of this paper.

These are discussed in the third

However, the principal factor underlying the

fiscal imbalance described above is the runaway growth of public
expenditure which is discussed immediately below.

2.

The Growth o f Gcwerrmpant. fapranriiture

The accelerating growth of government expenditure is a
relatively recent phenomenon.

In the early seventies aggregate

government expenditure was actually declining in real terms.

It

was only in the late seventies, when nominal expenditure growth
accelerated to over 13 per cent per annum, that real expenditure
also started growing quite rapidly. After 1979 the nominal
expenditure growth rate accelerated still further to 18.6 per
cent.

But by this time the trend inflation rate had also risen,

not least because of the governments' own expansionary policies.
Hence real expenditure growth remained stable. However in the
period after 1983,^bhe rate of growth of real expenditure has also
accelerated (Table 1).

It is this progressive acceleration of government
expenditure growth which has led to the emergence of a fiscal
crisis despite a steady increase in the tax : GDP ratio, which
exceeded the Long Term Fiscal Policy targets in every year of the
Seventh Five Year Plan.

Strategies for resolving the fiscal

crisis will therefore have to focus on compressing the growth of
pablic expenditure.

It is interesting to note in this context

that during the past four decades of 'planned'

economic

development, m.ich of the literature on pablic finance in India was
preoccupied with questions of resource mobilisation.

Relatively

little attention was paid to the growth, allocation or efficiency
of public expenditure6.

In addressing the question of expenditure growth and
its containment it is useful to proceed from trends as observable
in the economic and functional classification of government
expenditure.
fiscal policy.

Mention was made earlier of the equity objective of
The burden of international

experience

suggests

TABLE 1
Growth of (Vivftrnmpnt- Rxnpanrii-hmft

State and Centred
Governments

Central Government

Nominal

Nominal

Real

Real

1971-74

7.6

-6.5

4.1

-10.1

1974-79

13.3

6.9

9.1

2.6

1979-83

18.6

6.9

20.1

8.1

1983-87

17.2

9.5

18.5

11.5

Note'-

Real expenditure measured at 1970-71 prices. Growth
rates have been estimated by fitting a kinked
exponential growth curve.

Source:

Based on data provided by Central Statistical
Organisation, Ministry of Planning, Government of
India.
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tat this is best served through expenditure policies rather than
revenue measures (Gillis, 1989).

In India also all evaluations,

including those undertaken by reputed experts outside the
government, show that despite the ituch talked about inefficiencies
and leakages in anti-poverty programmes, these progrannies have had
a major role in reducing the incidence of poverty, especially
during periods of drought and distress (Minhas, Jain and
Tendulkar, 1991).
relief measures.

However, these prograrrioes are only stort terra
In the long run it is the expenditure on primary

education^- health and related activities which have a strong
egalitarian impact.

Tte anti-poverty progranmes, together with

the expenditure on these social services, constitute what may be
called the redistributive package.

How has our public expenditure

pattern fared on this score?

The functional classification of expenditure reveals
that, measured at 1970-71 prices, the real per capita expenditure
on anti-poverty/employment programmes, shown here as transfers
under agriculture and allied activities, was only Rs. 3 in 1987-88
(Table 2).

Adding to this about 40 per cent of the education

expenditure which goes to primary education and the entire
spending on health (even though only a part of this is spent on
the-poor), the real per capita-expenditure on the total
redistributive package amounted to only Els. 29, as against Rs. 43
per capita spent on defence and another Rs. 35 on general
administration. Clearly, the redistributive package is one area of
pablic expenditure which most not only be protected bat

actively

expanded, even while overall expenditure growth is compressed.
This is all the nore urgent during a progranrns of stabilisation
and adjustment in order to ensure that the burden is not passed on
to the poor.
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TABLE 2
Ftar Capita Ramenrfiture by ttmrrHnnal fotegr>Tnr«
States and flp-nrhre

(Rupees at 1970-71 Prices)
197172

197576

1. Interest payment
2. Defence
3. General Administration*

14
25
36

11
26
22

16
27
25

29
41
36

35
40
35

39
43
35

4. Economic Services

87

66

85

111

107

104

32
22
15
9
8

16
21
10
10
7

22
23
12
16
9

25
38
12
22
12

30
32
12
20
10

27
30
11
21
12

35

35

49

70

71

74

20
4
4
7

21
5
5
4

27
7
8
7

37
9
14
10

37
9
13
12

40
10
13
12

1

1

2

2

3

3

198

160

201

287

287

295

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

Agriculture and allied®
Mining and manufacturing
Transport
Energy
Other economic service

5. Social Services
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

Education
Health
Housing
Other social services

6. Transfers under agriculture and
allied activities
Total Expenditure
Notes: *
@

198081

198586

198687

198788

Includes relief and miscellaneous expenditure
Excludes transfers

Source:Based on data provided by Central Statistical Organisation, Ministry of
Planning, Government of India.
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A second area of concern is the squeeze on capital
expenditure.

The functional classification of expenditure shows

that real per capita expenditure on agriculture (which includes
irrigation) and transport services has declined even in absolute
terms (Table 2).

This is a very serious development and reflects

mainly the declining share of capital expenditure in total
government expenditure.

As revealed by the economic

classification of expenditure (Table 3), in less than twenty
years, from 1971-72 to 19870-88, the share of capital expenditure
has shrunk from over 56 per cent of total Central Government
expenditure to only 30 per cent, crowded out by dramatic increases
in the share of interest payments, subsidies and compensation to
government employees.

This treatment of capital expenditure, as well as
maintenance expenditure, as residual items, chopped at will to
accommodate the growth of so called 'comoitted' items of revenue
expenditure,
infrastructure.

has had a telling impact on the nation's
The deteriorating condition of roads, widespread

and frequent load shedding or tripping because of power shortage,
.bottlenecks in rail transport and telecommunication have allcombined into a formidable and binding supply side constraint on
economic growth.

The slow down in expansion of irrigation is now

threatening the growth of food supply (Rao, Hanumantha., 1992),
while the scarcity and deterioration of physical facilities such
as hospitals and school buildings has led to a progressive decline
in the qualily of these critical social services.
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TABLE 3

faaoiic Classification of CoTeraient Expenditure
(Per cent)
Centre

All Goiernaents

197172

197576

198081

198586

198687

198788

197172

197576

198081

198586

198687

198788

43.82

57.36

61.38

63.53

64.76

69.55

53.00

61.87

63.39

66.00

66.99

70.46

1.1 Consuiption expenditure

23.50

34.46
1

32.29

30.17

28.66

30.62

29.82

36.84

34.98

33.9

32.84

33.95

1.11 Coapensation to
gomnient eiployees

13,67
1

19.39

17.89

15.39

‘14.35

15.79

19.20

24.44

23.86

22.30

21.85

22.80

1.12 Goods and services

9.84

15.07

14.40

14.78

14.31

14.83

ilQ.62

12.40

11.11

11.64

10.99

11.15

1.2 Interest payient

8.43

9.93

13.21

13.95

17.43

19.29

6.89

6.74

7.21

9.05

10.78

11.77

1.3 Subsidies

6.14

9.04

12.07

14.70

14.10

14.85

4.41

5.64

8.69

11.32

10.84

11:43

1.4 Transfers

5.75

3.94

3.81

4.70

4.57

4.80

11.88

12.65

12.52

11.69

12.53

13.32

2. Capital Expenditure

56.18

42.64

38.62

36.47

35.24

30.45

47.00

38.13

36.61

34.00

33.01

29.54

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

1. levenue Expenditure

3. Total Expenditure

lote:

The proportions have been mked out at constant (1970-71) prices. .

Source: Based on data provided by Central Statistical Organisation, Hinistry of Planning, Gorernaent of India.
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Clearly, while an attempt is made to contain the
growth of total expenditure, the shares of the redistributive
package and capital expenditure on essential infrastructure must
be raised.

The obvious candidates for overall expenditure

compression are therefore the three main items of revenue
expenditure which account for about 70 per cent of total
government expenditure, i.e., major subsidies, interest payments
and compensation to government employees.

Practical proposals as

to how such compression might be achieved have been detailed
elsewhere and need not be repeated here7. However, these may be
briefly listed as follows:

i.

Phasing out of remaining export subsidies with further
progress towards

convertibility and tariff

rationalisation which would make subsidy incentives
unnecessary.

ii.

Phasing out of the fertiliser subsidy over a three
year period along with increased allocation for
capital expenditure in irrigation.

iii.

Drastic cuts in fresh recruitment of government staff
along with abolition of large numbers of posts which
have proliferated in recent years.

This measure,

combined with the normal attrition of government
employees every year would arrest the growth of wages
and salaries and associated expenditure on consumption
of goods and services. These now account for about a
third of total government expenditure.
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It. must be

emphasised that these economies could be brought about
without any harsh measures like retrenchment, or a
freeze on real wages.

iv.

Reduction of budgetary support to public enterprises
other than in key infrastructure sectors.

Even key

sector enterprises like the railways,

state

electricity boards and road transport undertakings
should be systematically nudged towards commercial
viability based on improved efficiency and proper user
charges?

This is discussed further below in sections

4 and 5 of the paper.

v.

Reduction of the interest burden through quick
retirement of a part of the public debt.

This could

be financed by the proceeds from the sale of public
sector equity, instead of

using such proceeds to

finance the current expenditure of government.

vi.

Reduction of the interest charges (net of RBI
dividends) payable on government debt to the Reserve
Bank of India.

This monetised debt has arisen out of

seigniorage and^should not be treated at par with
other public debt.

A number of these measures have already been initiated
in the July, 1991 and March, 1992 budgets and it may be expected
that they would be sustained in the period ahead.
no

However, while

serious effort has yet been made to compress government

consumption

expenditure the share of redistributive expenditures

like the employment programme, education and health has been

reduced in the March 1992 budget.

It was pointed out in the

Finance Minister's budget speech that many of these redistributive
programmes are in fact operated by the States.

It remains to be

seen whether the State budgets, which are still being finalised at
the time of writing, make adequate provisions for such progranmes.

3.

The Tax System :__A Critical Evaluation

We now turn to the revenue aspects of fiscal policy,
starting with an analysis of the tax system. This is important not
so much to improve revenue productivity, but to identify and
rectify the sources of distortion and inequity.

In terms of both

the level of taxes and their growth, the performance of India's
tax system has been quite satisfactory.

The tax ratio rose from 9

per cent in the early sixties to as much as i7 per cent in
1990-91.

This is appreciably higher than the average rate of 12

per cent for countries at a comparable level of development.
However, three disconcerting features must be noted. First, the
tax ratio has been stagnant since the mid-eighties. Even to
maintain this ratio, substantial discretionary measures had to be
resorted to every year.

Second, the increase in tax ratio has

been accompanied by a significant increase in the share of
indirect taxes, particularly import duties.

Third, the tax system

has been inequitous and has caused serious distortions in the
incentive structure and investment decisions.

The evolution of India's tax system is at variance
with the general experience of other developing countries. Instead
of increasing along with growth in incomes, the share of direct
taxes has declined steadily from about 30 per cent in the early
sixties to just, about. 14 per :'ont in 1939-90. The share of customs

duty, in contrast, increased from about 14 per cent in the early
sixties to over 23 per cent by 1989-90.

This too is quite

different from the usual pattern of a steadily declining share of
international trade taxes as development proceeds (Hinrichs,
1966).

Like in other developing countries, the establishment
of a broad-based, simple and neutral tax system in India is
constrained by the existence of a large traditional economic
sector, low literacy level, a-weak information system and powerful
distributional coalitions®.

In addition to these, the requirement

of large resources for plan financing,

the porsuit of multiple

objectives through tax. policy and the tax arrangements of a
federal set up have also had to be accornnodated in the Indian tax
structure.

The resulting tax system is extremely complicated. It

has a narrow base and it has created considerable distortions in
the relative price structure.

Each of these issues is discussed

in turn below.

The tax base is narrow for both direct and indirect
taxes.

In the case of personal income tax, the exclusion of tax

on agricultural incomes, administrative difficulties of taxing the
unorganised non- agricultural sector, provision of exemptions and
deductions for various purposes and difficulties in reaching the
'hard-to-tax' groups have rendered the tax base extremely narrow.
Similarly, generous deductions for depreciation and reinvestment,
and contributions to a wide variety of social purposes has eroded
the corporate tax base.

In the case of indirect taxes, most of

the services are completely excluded from the base and even the
retail general sales taxes have ceased to be either 'general' or
'retail', with the point of levy being shifted to the first stage
of sale.
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The narrowness of the tax base has accentuated the
distortionary effects of the Indian tax structure. The effects
have been largely ignored because of the preoccupation with
raising more and more revenue.

Given that the tax bases are

narrow, requirements of revenue have necessitated high average tax
rates for both direct and indirect taxes.

Additionally, the

enphasis on equity had led to virtually confiscatory levels of
marginal tax rates in the case of personal income tax, though
these have been moderated recently.
such high marginal rates

The disincentive effects of

on work effort and investment were

ignored.

In the case of indirect taxes, raising tax revenue at
administratively convenient points has resulted in the imposition
of a levy on inpats, outpats and capital goods alike at Central,
State and even local levels, causing additional distortions in the
tax structure.

Similarly, high average rates of customs tariffs,

combined with a large dispersion, have distorted the production
structure.

At the State level, tax competition to maximise

revenues, generous schemes of sales tax incentives for promoting
industrialisation and inter-State tax exportation have been a
’farther source of distortions.

Finally, attempts by the Central

government to raise revenues from non-sharable sources like import
duties and administered price increases have altered relative
prices in unintended ways.

The tax structure in India has also become unduly
complicated.

A major reason for this is the pursuit of numerous

objectives, apart from raising revenue■ through the instrurrent of
tax policy.

Thus, equity considerations have led to minute rate

differentiation in both direct and indirect tax structures, b^tsed

merely on the policy [takers' perception of what size composition
of income or consumption is desirable.

The same instruments were

also used to encourage savings, promote investment, particularly
in 'desired' industries (through differentiated investment
allowance), maximise employment (through concessions to the small
scale sector), promote inter-regional equity

(through

differentiated tax concessions across regions) and promote several
other social objectives. Not surprisingly, the resultant tax
structure has turned out to be a formidable maze.

At the same time,

it is doubtful whether this

complicated tax structure has really served to promote the
intended objectives.

With less than one per cent of population

paying personal income tax, the use of this instrument to promote
equity is not very meaningful.

In fact, international experience

shows that active public expenditure policies aimed at raising the
consumption of the poor are far more effective in promoting equity
as compared to tax policies aimed at containing the incomes of the
rich (Gillis,

1989).

Studies have also cast doubts on the

effectiveness of tax concessions in enhancing the level of
savings, while the inappropriateness of tax policy as an
instrument for promoting employment, balanced regional development
and a wide variety of other social objectives is well-known
(Das-Gupta, 1989 and Bagchi and Nayak, 1990).

Many of these problems have been recognised by the Tax
Reform Cornnittee (TRC) which has recently submitted its interim
report (Government of India, 1991).

Lessons from tax reform

experiences in various countries indicate that complex systems
suggested in the optimal tax literature are impractical (Musgrave,
1987).

The most siaccessfi.il tax reform experiences .are those which

have concentrated on broadening the tax base, levying lower .arid
16

less differentiated tax rates, simplifying the tax structure,
exempting the taxes on iripxts and strengthening tax administration
and enforcement.

These elements also characterise the philosophy

underlying the interim report of the TRC.

In this report,

raising revenue is taken to be the

main objective of direct and indirect taxes.

Bringing various

perquisites into the tax net, rationalisation of tax incentives
for savings, clubbing of non-wage incomes of the minor with
parents' are some of direct tax measures aimed at this objective.
In the case of domestic indirect taxes also, the emphasis of the
report is on expanding the tax base by bringing important services
into the tax net and extending the tax to the wholesale stage.

In

the case of import duty, however, the TRC has suggested that this
be viewed primarily as an instrument for protection rather than
raising revenue.

The TRC has also made recommendations regarding a
gradual reduction in the rates of direct and indirect taxes,
revenue sharing between the Centre and the States, tax
harmonisation and other measures for simplifying the tax system,
which will have to be phased in over a period of time.

However,

giverr^the complexity and inefficiency of the existing tax—system,
the recoranendation of the TEC should only be viewed as a beginning
of the tax reform process in India.

4.

Subsidies. User Charges and Non-tax Revenue

The tax reform measures discussed above are aimed at
simplifying and rationalising the tax system, not necessarily
raising additional resources. However, .an altogether different

kind of rationalisation is required in the pricing of public
services, which could lead to considerable additional flow of
revenue.

There is a large class of pablicly provided services
which are in the nature of pure public goods.

Defence, general

administration and the maintenance of law and order are obvious
examples.

Such services, characterised by non-rivalry and non

excludability in consumption, cannot be easily priced or 'sold' to
individual consumers (Sanuelson, 1954 and 1955).
have to be financed out of general revenues.

They, therefore,

All other publicly

provided services could, in principle, be priced so as to recover
the cost of delivering such services.

However, whether such user

cost pricing is desirable or not is quite another matter.

There

nay be large externalities in the consumption of some of these
goods and services.

In such cases the privately optimal level of

consumption may be socially sub-optimal.

The government may

therefore decide to introduce a subsidy in order to support the
socially optimal level of consumption.

Again, there may be cases

where the consumption of a ‘merit good' like, say, primary
education by the poor is considered essential or socially
desirable.

The government may deliberately subsidise the

consumption of such goods and services for certain target groups9.

Except in the case of such "merit goods',

'public

goods' and goods or services with large externalities, it would be
desirable for the government to charge “user fees' sufficient to
recover cost.

It turns out, however, that the recovery rates are

not only remarkably low across the hoard but even declining over
time.

As a consequence there is a huge volume of subsidies

involved in the delivery of virtually all goods and services being
provided by the government.

These include, of course, the
18

explicit subsidies on food, fertiliser or exports already
discussed above in the context of expenditure control.

There is

al so the much larger flow of implicit subsidies by way of
unrecovered cost in. a whole range of social and economic services.
If these services were properly priced so as to recover costs,
except where the subsidies are deliberately introduced to support
particular target groups, this would very substantially augment
the total flow of non-tax revenues.

Our estimates show that between 1977-78 and 1987-88
the total volume of government subsidies including implicitsubsidies rose from about Rs. 8,000 crore to over Rs. 44,000
crore, i.e., from 8.2 per cent of GDP to over 15 per cent.

In

economic services the average recovery rate declined from about 55
per cent of cost in 1977-78 to below 41 p>er cent in 1987-88,
implying an increase"in the total subsidy on economic services
from about Rs. 4,500 crore to over* Rs. 27,500 crore over the
decade (Table 4).

The lowest rate of recovery is seen in

industry, where there was a steep decline in the recovery rate
from just under 40 per cent in 1977-78 to less than 17 per cent in
1987-88.

The recovery rate in agriculture and irrigation is not

m.ich better at around 20 per cent.

In power only about a third of

the cost, is recovered while in communications, which was
generating a 14 per cent recovery over cost in 1977-78, over 30
per cent of the cost now remains unrecovered.

Transportation is

the only sector where cost recovery actually improved over the
decade. Bat even here, as rruch as 25 per cent of the cost still
remains unrecovered.
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TABLE 4
Sttbsidies ii Social and Econoiic Senices : States aid Centre

Recovery rate

Subsidies

1977-78 1987-88
(Per cent)

1977-78 1987-88
(8s. crore)

Subsidy a- percentage
of total subsidy
1977-78

1987-8?

Econoiic Senices
1. Agriculture and allied
activities

35.93

20.49

1259

7117

15.97

16.02

2. Irrigation and flood control

25.77

20.27

973

4815

12.34

10.84

3. Poser and energy

45.77

32.29

372

3619

4.72

8.15

4. Industry

39.11

16.81

636

5735

8.07

12.91

5. Transport

69.55

74.30

1101

3361

13.96

7.57

6. Conunication

114.85

68.58

-90

1131

-1.14

2.55

7. Other econoiic services

64.94

31.43

235

1780

2.98

4.01

8. Total econoiic services

54.69

40.74

4487

27557

56.90

62.03

1. Education

2.75

1.30

2054

26.04

21.58

2. Health

5.33

3.07

684

2937

8.67

6.6!

3. Hater supply and sanitation
and housing

14.39

5.82

369

2430

4.68

5.47

4. Other social services

18.93

12.15

292

1916

3.70

4.31

5. Total social services

6.26

3.62

3399

16868

43.10

37.97

Note: Includes data for 14 lajor States and Centre.
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Since many of these economic services are delivered by
departmental or non-departmental government enterprises and
cooperatives, it is not surprising that a large part of the
subsidy in economic services actually flows in the form of
budgetary support to offset the poor cost recovery of these public
enterprises.

Out of a total subsidy of about Rs. 28,000 crore on

economic services in 1987-88, around Rs. 15,000 crore flowed
through the public enterprises.

Of this, about Rs. 9.000 crore

flowed through Central public enterprises with an average recovery
rate of only 41 per cent.

In terms of their institutional

classification, departmental enterprises had an average recovery
rate of 67 per cent as against 31 per cent for non-departmental
enterprises and only 20 per cent for cooperatives.

In other words, far from contributing a net surplus to
the revenues of the government, public enterprises have
constituted a major source of resource drain.

In the context of

the present fiscal crisis, this calls for urgent reforms in this
area.

Ways must, be found of imposing a hard budget constraint on

these enterprises in order to at least stop the drain of
government resources, even if large surpluses are not. immediately
forthcoming. That, in itself would release thousands of crores in
financial resources.

A part, of the resources so released could be

deployed to augment the quantity of some subsidised services, or
improve their quality, where such subsidised services are
desirable.

The rest would significantly reduce the size of the

Turning to social services, the required course of
action is less obvious.

Recovery rates are much lower here,

amounting to less than 4 per cent of the cost an average.

In

other words social services are being delivered virtually free of
cost.

Also, these services are being delivered largely through

the State governments.

Hence, the large bulk of subsidy on social

services, estimated at close to Rs. 17,000 crore in 1987-88, flows
through the State governments.

This is in addition to the States'

share of subsidies in economic services, which added up to about
Rs. 13,000 crore in 1987-88, thus leaving the States with a total
subsidy burden of about Rs. 30,000 crore in that year alone.

Clearly,

the States cannot continue to subsidise

public services on such a vast scale, given that their financial
situation is even more stringent than that of the Centre (see
section 5 below). Oil the other hand social services like education
and health are precisely the services which ought to be subsidised
on equity or 'merit good' considerations.

Hence, the pruning of

subsidies here will have to be very carefully calibrated in order
to ensure that budgetary pressures do not subvert these larger
social objectives. What can be said quite categorically, however,
is that there is need for much closer targeting of subsidies in
social services.

This would-help to filter out unnecessary “CT

unintended subsidies.

The resources saved through such improved

cost recovery could then be deployed to actually raise the level
of subsidy to deserving target groups, while reducing the total
volume of subsidy at the same time.

A good illustration of this is the education sector.
The total subsidy to this sector in 1987-88 was almost Rs. 9,600
crore.

However, the subsidy to primary education amounted to only

around Rs. 4,200 crore, the balance going to secondary and higher

levels of education.

In a country with around 60 per cent of the

population still illiterate, any one who has reached a secondary
level of education is already a privileged person.

To subsidise

persons at that level, indeed at a much higher per student rate
than at the primary level,

is clearly iniquitous. The argument

that higher levels of education must be subsidised because of
externalities is also not sustainable since the private returns to
education are very high in some lines of specialisation and there
is already a large surplus of manpower in others . introduction of
proper user charges could raise, at a conservative estimate, over
Rs. 5,000 crore annually from this sector alone.

5.

A Review of State Finances in India

This review of fiscal policy

would remain incomplete

if it did not address some of the critical issues pertaining to
States' finances.

The Constitution assigns the responsibility of

providing major social and economic services to the States, they
incur almost 60 per cent of total spending and raise 35 per cent
of the revenues.

The revenue deficit attributable to budgetary

operations of the States constitute over one per cent of GDP while
the fiscal deficit on States' account is about 3.5 per cent of
GDP.

In some respects, the fiscal condition of the States
is even more critical than that of the Centre.

As in the case of

the Centre, their expenditure is more income elastic than revenue
receipts, thereby generating a built in tendency towards deficits.
However, they do not have the same ability to finance their
deficits.

The States do not have independent powers to borrow

from the market, nor can they take recourse to borrowing from the
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central bank because of the overdraft regulation scheme10. Given
these constraints on debt financing for bridging the gap between
expenditure and revenue at the State level,

the burden of

adjustment has tended to fall on capital -and maintenance
expenditure with rather serious long term implications for growth.
Moreover, the squeeze on capital expenditure has been sharper in
the less developed States, thereby aggravating inter-regional
growth imbalances.

The trends in expenditure classified into economic and
functional categories show quite clearly that the^ different
elements of current expenditure have grown much faster than
overall expenditure (Rao and Tulasidhar, 1991).

While aggregate

expenditure has grown at about 7 per cent in real terms during the
eighties, items like interest payrasnts and visible subsidies have
been growing at close to 13 per cent.

Other current account items

such as transfer payments and compensation to employees have also
grown at a relatively high rate of around 8 per cent11.
Interestingly, the only item of current expenditure which has
grown relatively slowly is that on goods and services, which are
largely spent on the maintenance of capital assets.

The

significance of this is discussed further below.

The rapid growth of revenue expenditure has
outstripped even the growth of tax revenues and Central transfers,
which have themselves grown at a high rate of over 16 per cent per
•annum in nominal terras.

Meanwhile the growth of non-tax. revenues

has been sluggish as a consequence of poor cost recoveries from
various pablic services provided by the States. As a consequence
of both uneconomic pricing as well as low efficiency of
departmental and non-departiaental enterprises, most of thera have
been reporting substantial losses. In irrigation, total losses
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including depreciation in 1987-88 amounted to Rs 5200 crore. As
regards non -departments 1 enterprises, the several 'promotional'
corporations, which seem to serve no purpose other than providing
political patronage, claimed a budgetary support of over Rs 500
crore in the 14 major States.

The two major non-departmental

cortrfjercial enterprises, the State Electricity Boards (SEBs) and
State Read Transport Corporations (SRTCs) have continued to drain
States' exchequers. The average loss of SEB's was 14.4 per cent
and that of SRTC's 12 per cent of.-the capital invested in 1990-91.

Given the poor flow of non-tax revenues, the growth of
total revenue has failed to keep pace with revenue expenditure. It
has..-also been pointed out above that, unlike in the case of the
Centre, the expenditure-revenue gap could not be easily financed
through borrowing by the States.

Therefore., the entire burden of

adjustment of this imbalance between expenditure and its financing
has fallen on capital and maintenan.ee expenditure. Both capital
expenditure as well as expenditure on the maintenance of capital
assets, usually shown as spending on goods and services, have been
growing at less than 5 p*er cent per annum in real terms, while
total expenditure increased at over 7 per cent.

Consequently, the

share of capital expenditure in total State government expenditure
declined fairly sharply from 35 per cent in 1980-81 to 28 per cent
in 1987-88.

The situation is likely to further worsen in the next

few years with the significant deceleration in Central transfers
to States as a part' of country's fiscal .adjustment prograiame1 .
The long-term growth implications of the slow growth of capital
stock in the State government sector and its poor maintenance are
quite obvious.

These have been compounded by efficiency losses

due to various distortions in relative prices introduced by the
structure of sales tax, inter--State competition in terms of this
tax and tax exportation.

What is especially disturbing is that the squeeze on
capital -and maintenance expenditure has been roach sharper in the
less developed States (ftao,

1992).

The growth of capital

expenditure in these States has been significantly lower than that
of high income States.

The ratio of maintenance expenditure

vis-a-vis compensation of employees has also been lower in the
poorer States.

This has considerably .aggravated inter-regional

growth disparities.

The poorer States have also suffered on

account* of inter-State "exportation of taxes from the consuming to
the producing States on account of the Central Sales Tax.

This

should be obvious since production is concentrated in more
developed States.

A similar inter-State disparity is also noticed in the
distribution of—social expenditures such as health and education
(Rao and Mundle, 1991).

Thus, in their various dimensions, State

finances have tended to reinforce
inter-regional disparities.

rather than reduce

This could have been avoided if the

Central transfers were designed to offset the inherent fiscal
disadvantages of the poorer States.

Unfortunately, both statutory

and plan transfers are given mainly on the basis of general
economic indicators, with a dominant weight being assigned to
population rather than fiscal disadvantage (Rao and Aggarwal,
1991).

It follows from the foregoing review of States'
finances that reform in this area should focus on compression of
current expenditure, rationalisation of the tax system and better
targetting of implicit subsidies.

Furthermore, Central transfers

should henceforth be explicitly directed at offsetting fiscal
disadvantages of tte poorer States.

Hopefully, this issue will be

addressed by the Tenth Finance Corrmission.

So far .as the States

themselves are concerned, specific measures which they could
introduce have been discussed in some detail elsewhere (Rao, 1992)
.and are briefly listed below:

i)

A freeze on fresh recruitment over the next few years,

identification of surplus staff and their redeployment in order to
iroderate the growth of the wages and salaries bill.

ii)
concession,

A cut-back on perquisites like leave travel
bonus and leave encashment would also help to

decelerate the growth of staff related expenditure.

iii)

Expenditure on redistributive activities such as

elementary education, basic health facilities and poverty
alleviation should be enhanced.

Hie Centre should also suitably

rationalise the Centrally Sponsoi'ed Schemes to facilitate
enhancement of expenditure on such items.

iv)

A part of the enhanced social expenditure should be

financed through “higher cost recoveries from services like
irrigation, supply of electricity, road transport and post-primary
education.

v)
sales tax.

The major reforms on the taxes side relate to the
The base should be broadened by including value

addition at the post manufacturing stages.
inpats should be avoided.

However, taxation of

The number of rate categories should

also be reduced and the tax structure should be simplified and the
practice of using sales tax concession for industrialisation

should be avoided. Measures are also needed to avert excessive tax
competition among the States and to reduce taxation of inter- State

A^Einal-Eemark
The foregoing review is necessarily selective.

It has

dealt with only some of the mere urgent issues in fiscal policy,
such as the deficit, expenditure control, reform of the tax
system, subsidies arid user charges.

Some institutional questions,

particularly relating to States' finances arid Centre-State
financial relations have also been addressed.

But fisc-al policy

is more than the mere arithmetic of budgets or even the formal
processes of

financial management in government.

main, -an outcome of a political process.

It is. in the

Such questions about the

political econonjy of fiscal policy have not been dealt with in
this paper as they have been addressed elsewhere in this volume
(Bardhan, 1992).

But it has to be said in conclusion that to lose

sight of the underlying political power relations which drive
fiscal policy Is to miss the central point about the roots of
India's current fiscal crisis.

Notes

1.

The financial implementation of this strategy, along with
reduction of inter-personal and inter-regional di.sparities,
have constituted the basic goals of fiscal policy in
post-colonial India.
Apropos the literature on assigruaent of
instruments to targets, it is irriportant to -ask whether even in
principle fiscal policy could simultaneously meet all these
goals (Tinbergen, 1952). However, the present paper is confined
to the record of actual performance-.

2.

For a detailed analysis of savings and investment behaviour of
different institutional sectors see A. Bagchi arid P. Nayak
(1990).

3.

See Economic Survey. Govemirent of India, Ministry of Finance,
1991-92.

4.

See in particular Buiter .and Patel (1990)^; Geriberg (1989);
Rangarajan. Basu and Jadhav (1990). For a more up-to-date
analysis of India's debt problem and measures required to deal,
with it see the paper by Chelliah (1992) in this volume.

5.

This thesis was developed in greater detail in Mundle (1990) ,
where it was argued that the then prevailing high growth vould
not be sustainable.

6.

See, however, the early work of Reddy (1972), Prerochand (1963)
and Toye (1981) among otters.
For work done during the iu:>re
recent period see S-arma and—TuLasidhar (1984), Mundle (1588-)
arid Rao arid Tulasidhar (1991).

7.

See Mundle .and Mukhopadhyay (1991).
Excerpts of this paper'
were published in Economic Times. 20th January, 1992. fee also
the paper by Chelliah (1952) in this volume.

8.

"Distributional coalitions" is taken to mean a narrow special
interest group having disproportionate organisational power for
collective action. (Olson, 1982).

9.

For a more detailed discussion of these issues and .an earlier
estimate of subsidies in India see Mundle .and Rao (1991). The
earlier estimates have now been revised and are being reported
here for the first tirre.

10.

According to "the scherte, the Reserve Bank of India would not be
obliged to honour the cheques of the States having overdrafts
beyond seven continuous working days.

11.

The above growth rates relate to the period upto 1987-88.
Compensation in later years as a consequence of the salary
revision subsequent to the Fourth Central Pay Commission
report. The revision is estimated to have increased the salary
bill by 18 per cent.

12.

The Central transfers to the States in 1991-92 increased by
less than 7 per cent over the previous year in nominal terms
and the estimated increase in 1992-93 is just over 8 per cent.
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